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LTM MATERIALS: FLEXIBLE AND TRANSPARENT OLED DEVICE
Within the LTM project, consortium partner Holst Centre / TNO has developed technologies for
the roll-to-roll production of reliable ultra-thin, transparent OLED panels on an industrial scale.
This is an important step towards the availability of large numbers of devices at affordable cost
because with increased production volume, product prices will go down, whereas at current
state, the expenses for commercially available OLED modules are still prohibitively high for
many everyday applications. OLED lighting and signage is therefore at the moment a niche
market in the high end sector, and one of the achievements of LTM was to contribute to making
this technology more readily available and more affordable.

Fig. 1: R2R production of OLEDs: Schematic drawing of the R2R production line for coating of the active layers
(right) and an image from a R2R coating run (left).

Holst Centre/ TNO has been especially focusing on printing the transparent electrode
components using roll-to-roll manufacturing approaches and has made some decisive progress
since the start of the project. For example, for conductive inks, both the materials formulations
and the deposition processes have been modified to allow more efficient and stable production
of OLEDs with improved light output. In addition, several novel and recently emerging types of
materials for transparent flexible electrodes which can be deposited by printing techniques
have been investigated and showed strongly improved performance as compared to the
solutions available before the start of the LTM project. This is a crucial step towards the mass
production of flexible OLEDs at low cost, so that they can be applied in a much wide range of
products than is currently feasible.
In parallel, to make demonstrator production within the project possible, Holst Centre /TNO
has also, in close collaboration with the design companies active in LTM, worked on the
technical realisation of flexible OLED devices in dedicated sizes and shapes matching the
specific requirements for the various technology demonstrators. This constitutes a milestone
in the use of flexible OLEDs in design applications, since customised instead of standard shapes
(typically not more than rectangles and circles) give designers much more freedom for creative
product development. From a technical point of view, a challenge common to essentially all
demonstrators that have been finally realised, was the requirement to reduce the surface area
of the non-emitting (dark) edges around the actual active central parts of the OLEDs. For a
number of technical reasons, these edges are necessary and from a processing point of view, it
is convenient to endow them with a certain width. As these wide dark edges were judged

visually unattractive by the designers, they needed to be reduced in size as much as possible,
which meant miniaturising the electrical connections and contact points as well as the safety
margins that are necessary to pack the OLEDs well enough to provide a good stability.
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Fig. 2: Typical OLED shapes and sizes commercially available (top left: http://www.lgoledlight.com/index.do)
and some examples of more exotic shapes provided to the LTM designers (other images: Holst Center / TNO).

In addition, it turned out that a large number of design concepts originally involved controlling
and varying the OLEDs’ emission colours over a wide spectral range, which is technically far
from a trivial task to achieve with an individual device. Therefore, the need for
(semi)transparent OLEDs was obvious, since a stack of two such devices would allow a rather
easy control of the effective colour output by driving them independently from each other.
Researchers at Holst Centre have therefore developed a combination of materials, including
transparent materials for both the top and bottom electrode which allowed the production of
OLEDs which transmit up to 80 % of the incident light. The possibility of laminating such a
transparent OLED on top of a non-transparent one with a different emission colour has been
demonstrated to allow tuning the light emission by separately controlling the driving voltages
for the top and bottom device. For future applications in product design, this colour tuning is
expected to be a decisively advantageous feature, adding a lot of opportunities to the designer’s
toolbox. Another approach to change OLED colour was the development of down-conversion

layers by researchers at Brunel University / WMP, which allow even gradient effects in the
OLED appearance and can be easily applied on top of the OLED surface.

Fig. 3: A transparent OLED in the ON (top left) and Off (bottom left) state and colour mixing by stacking (top
right) of transparent OLEDs driven at different intensities (bottom right).

In addition to cost and availability, another crucial issue for OLEDs being widely applied in
customers products is device stability, i. e. lifetime. Here, Holst Centre / TNO has carried out an
in-depth study of one particular suspect for shortening OLED lifetime, namely metal
electromigration. Using a dedicated experimental setup, the process could be studied in detail
and several strategies were tested to slow down this undesirable phenomenon. In the end, it
turned out that chemical adjustments to the composition of one layer were able to retard this
phenomenon by twenty to eighty times, depending on the exact driving voltage.
properties of the OLED devices
Colours
Bi- and multi-colour possible by inkjet printing active materials.
Colour changing possible by stacking of transparent OLEDs
Bi-colour and colour gradients also possible by colour conversion layers.
Patterns possible by printing non-transparent grid on top
Light output
35 lm/W possible visibility of silver grid on anode, if device size is not too large
Brightness
1000 cd/m2
Size and thickness
15 x 15 cm @ <0.1 cm total thickness (unit size)
Base material
Plastics: PET- or PEN-based
Flexibility
Sufficient to bend a 0.1 cm thick layer over a 10 cm radius
Cost
< 30 euro @ 15 x 15 cm
Scalability of production
to medium production volumes (100,000 units/year) using R2R equipment
Lifespan and durability
3-10 years, depending on application and light colour
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